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Looking for Learning in All the Wrong Places:
The State of Insurance CE Today,
by Bill Wilson
About 25 years ago, I aended an Educa괆Ԇon Commiee mee괆Ԇng at the Southern Agents Conference in
Atlanta. CE had really just goen started in some states. At this mee괆Ԇng, legendary insurance educator
Bob Ross of the Florida Big I literally climbed onto his chair in a Norma Rae‐like stance at the conference
table and declared that mandatory CE would be the death of quality educa괆Ԇon. Has his predic괆Ԇon come
true?
Four years ago, I posted the following on a LinkedIn discussion:
A colleague related a recent experience to me last week. He went to one of the best known online

insurance CE websites and signed up for a course en괆Ԇtled "Consumer Insurance." He registered as a new
user in their system, perused their course catalog, signed up for the course, skipped the course material,
took the test, and earned 3 hours of CE credits. All in 16 minutes.
He was also able to save the exam and email it to me (and, of course, anyone else taking the course). The
test was loaded with vaguely worded ques괆Ԇons and misspelled words and insurance terms (like "vessals"
and "ordinance IN law" coverage). For some test ques괆Ԇons, no right answer was listed or more than one
answer was correct.
In the spirit of one‐upmanship, I told him about my experience 11 years ago when online CE was just
geᄆ뤆ng started, I registered at a vendor’s website and, like him, went straight to the test. I forget the exact
total 괆Ԇme required to register and take the 50‐ques괆Ԇon test, but it was around a half hour I think and
deﬁnitely less than an hour. The CE credit for this personal auto course? 25 HOURS. To quote the late Jack
Paar, "I kid you not."
A㌀封erwards, I browsed the material and it was full of general consumer‐type informa괆Ԇon taken directly
from the Insurance Informa괆Ԇon Ins괆Ԇtute. The hours of CE credit granted by the state DOI were based on a
word count with complete disregard to the diﬃculty level.
One thing I remember about this vendor was that they used what they called "Split Screen Technology."
What that meant was, while you were taking the test on one side of the screen, you could view the course
content that went with that test ques괆Ԇon topic on the right side and browse for the answer to the
ques괆Ԇon. Browsing for the answer was easy, given that the relevant informa괆Ԇon was highlighted.
So where are we 11 years later? Apparently in the same boat except that online insurance educa괆Ԇon is
much more pervasive than it was then. You can get two years of CE credit for as lile as $39.95. A great
bargain if your interest is in regulatory compliance and not actually learning something that will beneﬁt
you, your agency, and the consumers and businesses you serve.
It's sad that CE is regulatorily imposed yet so poorly regulated with regard to accuracy and quality. Online
CE credit is based largely on word counts, with lile or no regard as to whether the student is being taught
(assuming they actually read the course material and don't just take the test) relevant and technically
accurate informa괆Ԇon.
Shouldn't CE courses be presented at a level more advanced than a licensing school? Yet too many of
these courses are presented at a consumer educa괆Ԇonal level at best. And what about the approval
services that regulators employ to review CE course submissions? Are they just in it for the money too? Is
there no accountability? Is there no desire to truly educate ourselves? Does anyone care? Is anyone
listening?
In 2000, when online insurance educa괆Ԇon was just star괆Ԇng, I created a "bad CE" parody web site that
earned some na괆Ԇonal aen괆Ԇon in a number of educa괆Ԇon and training publica괆Ԇons. For a number of
reasons, I took the site down a㌀封er a while, but public demand caused it to be resurrected and industry
aorney Barry Zalma graciously oﬀered to house it at his website:
hp://www.zalma.com/bzindex.htm
I used the aforemen괆Ԇoned "Split Screen Technology" angle as the inspira괆Ԇon for my "Monkey‐Powered"
courses and "Blank Page Technology."
Sadly, it wouldn't surprise me at all if I could get these courses approved for insurance CE today.

So what do YOU think? Do you believe that CE educa괆Ԇon now all too o㌀封en caters to the lowest common
denominator? Does it bother you that agents are buying this stuﬀ just to comply with bean coun괆Ԇng
regulatory requirements? Can or should anything be done about either repealing CE laws or actually
enforcing them?
In addi괆Ԇon to more oversight on quality, should regulators require self‐study and online course vendors to
report their passing ra괆Ԇos? Should they shut down courses with passing ra괆Ԇos greater than X% and should
a CE provider lose their license if their overall passing ra괆Ԇo exceeds that amount over a certain period of
괆Ԇme?
Is there a solu괆Ԇon to this mess? Again, does anyone care? Is anyone listening?
Flash forward to 2016...
An agent and friend I know ‐‐ good agent, CE course instructor, upstanding guy ‐‐ waited un괆Ԇl the last
minute to complete his biannual CE requirement last year. So he went online, found the course he
wanted, signed up, went straight to the exam, and in 23 minutes had completed 3 hours of CE credits. As
they say, the more things change, the more they stay the same. And, did I men괆Ԇon that the course was to
comply with his state's 3‐hour ETHICS requirement?
There is an online insurance forum with an ongoing discussion called "Any Sugges괆Ԇons on Best Online CE
Site?" It has comments such as:
“I use XXXXX.com. About $35 for 21 hours credit. Takes a few hours (maybe two) to ﬁnish and is open
book.”
My tongue‐in‐cheek response (recalling my agent friend's experience a few months earlier) was, "I hope it
wasn't an ethics course!" The posters response:
"Huh? I guess you think each hour of CE should take an hour? Unless it's a LIVE CE class... CE courses don't
take that long. I get unlimited CE from [provider's name] for $39.95 per year... including a 16 hour Ethics
CE course... that takes me about 15 minutes to complete. And yes, they are open‐book courses too."
On another discussion board, someone was tou괆Ԇng a "Fast, Easy, and Aﬀordable Con괆Ԇnuing Educa괆Ԇon"
web site. No men괆Ԇon of the quality or relevance of the course material or whether there is any actual
learning involved. They proudly proclaim a passing ra괆Ԇo of "over 98%." What would regulators do if the
passing ra괆Ԇo of their licensing exams were over 98%? I would suspect they’d insist that the exams be
made a lile tougher. Is any exam a legi괆Ԇmate test of learning if the passing ra괆Ԇo approaches 100%? Then
why do regulators allow online CE programs that take a half hour to get 20 hours or more of CE credit and
include exams with passing ra괆Ԇos near 100%? The web site in ques괆Ԇon has 91 reviews...NONE of them
men괆Ԇon whether the reviewer actually learned anything.
All of this prompted me to write (with apologies to Johnny Lee and the movie Urban Cowboy) this ar괆Ԇcle,
"Looking for Learning in All the Wrong Places." The best place to start looking is your own state Big I
associa괆Ԇon which has a vested interest in providing you with the best educa괆Ԇon possible.
About the Author: William C. Wilson, Jr., CPCU, ARM, AIM, AAM is director of the Virtual University of
the Independent Insurance Agents & Brokers of America (IIABA). He was the Director of Educa괆Ԇon &
Technical Aﬀairs for the Insurors of Tennessee from 1988‐1999. Prior to 1988, he was employed by
Insurance Services Oﬃce, Inc. as the manager of their ﬁeld opera괆Ԇons in Tennessee and Kentucky. Before
that 괆Ԇme, he was a bag boy at H.G. Hill food store #25.

Bill is a graduate of the Illinois Ins괆Ԇtute of Technology with a B.S. degree in Fire Protec괆Ԇon & Safety
Engineering. He was a licensed insurance and surplus lines agent, and his professional aﬃlia괆Ԇons have
included past president of the Middle Tennessee Chapter of CPCU, board member of the na괆Ԇonal CPCU
Society, PMLG of the Honorable Order of Blue Goose, Interna괆Ԇonal, member of the Independent
Insurance Agents of America (IIABA) Na괆Ԇonal Educa괆Ԇon Commiee, member of the Cer괆Ԇﬁed Insurance
Service Representa괆Ԇve (CISR) Na괆Ԇonal Advisory Commiee, member of the Society of Insurance Trainers
and Educators (SITE) and its SITE Journal editorial commiee, member of the Na괆Ԇonal Writers Associa괆Ԇon,
chairman of the Tennessee Insurance Commissioner's Educa괆Ԇon Advisory Commiee, member of the
Middle Tennessee State University Insurance Liaison Commiee, member of the Nashville State Technical
Ins괆Ԇtute’s Financial Services Advisory Commiee, member of the Na괆Ԇonal Underwriter's FC&S Editorial
Advisory Board, and an instructor for insurance and risk management programs for Tennessee State
University and Nashville State Technical Ins괆Ԇtute. He is listed in the Interna괆Ԇonal Who's Who of
Professionals™.
He has served as a trainer and speaker for various organiza괆Ԇons, including the Independent Insurance
Agents of America (IIABA na괆Ԇonal conven괆Ԇons and state conven괆Ԇon programs and seminars), the CPCU
Society na괆Ԇonal conven괆Ԇon, Na괆Ԇonal Leadership Conference and chapter programs, the Na괆Ԇonal
Associa괆Ԇon of Insurance Women (NAIW), the Southern Agents Conference, and the Risk & Insurance
Managers Society (RIMS).
Bill has conducted hundreds of technical seminars, workshops and conven괆Ԇon presenta괆Ԇons—from
Hawaii to Rhode Island‐‐as well as programs on 괆Ԇme management, presenta괆Ԇon and public speaking skills,
seminar development, and many others. He was the recipient of the 1996 L.P. McCord Na괆Ԇonal Educa괆Ԇon
Award for having the #1 ranked IIABA insurance educa괆Ԇon program in America. His "Presenta괆Ԇon Skills for
the 'Unprofessional' Speaker" program presented at the 1997 Na괆Ԇonal CPCU Society conven괆Ԇon was the
top rated of 27 presenta괆Ԇons, including those of na괆Ԇonally renowned speakers and celebri괆Ԇes...in 1998,
his program was again the top rated session of the CPCU na괆Ԇonal conven괆Ԇon.
He has researched, developed, wrien, and published dozens of technical ar괆Ԇcles and manuals, and has
authored ar괆Ԇcles in business and industry trade periodicals such as Presenta괆Ԇons magazine, American
Agent & Broker magazine, Independent Agent magazine, Tennessee Insuror magazine, Tennessee Business
magazine, the CPCU Journal, and the SITE Journal.
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TCORCalc®
I rarely endorse any programs and I've never accepted paid adver괆Ԇsing in my newsleer. My goal is to
provide readers and recipients with informa괆Ԇon, opinions, and solu괆Ԇons without any ﬁnancial bias.
Moreover, rarely are any provider's products or services meant for everyone.
Below is informa괆Ԇon on Rob Ekern's TCORCalc® Pla갆Іorm. This is not for everyone, but it is for everyone
that writes large commercial accounts and competes against larger brokers. I met Rob almost 20 years ago
and have been impressed ever since in his ability to show consumers how the insurance policy, in and of
itself, is not the most important piece of their rela괆Ԇonship with their agent/broker. This is a more
important point than ever in today's world where the market is so so㌀封 that not only will one carrier, but
maybe ﬁve carriers, always have a lower price. The conversa괆Ԇon absolutely must be elevated to
incorporate all the costs, all the risks, and the total value of the rela괆Ԇonship. Rob's company, C.R. Ekern &
Company, Inc., has developed the TCORCalc Pla갆Іorm to address these key needs (I have another program
for small accounts and personal lines if you are interested).

TCORCalc®: I know many of you have been looking for a way to compete on large accounts, especially
against your larger compe괆Ԇtors. Some괆Ԇmes you may even be in괆Ԇmidated by what services your
compe괆Ԇtors oﬀer and you know these larger buyers are expec괆Ԇng more and more from agencies and
brokers in terms of metrics, analy괆Ԇcs and reliable data. The tradi괆Ԇonal 'bid and quote' process
is obsolete for your largest prospects (and clients). They want real informa괆Ԇon with which they can
improve their ROI. They are not interested in a list of features and the cheapest rates.
To outperform your compe괆Ԇtors and move your large account eﬀorts to the highest level, you now need...
1. A Sales Message that resonates with the Execu괆Ԇve Suite.
2. The ability to create a Quan괆Ԇﬁable Impact for your buyers.
3. A replicable and consistent pla갆Іorm for crea괆Ԇng Client Outcomes.
4. A system for delivering your metric‐based New Business and Stewardship presenta괆Ԇons.
It's 괆Ԇme for TCORCalc®, the most powerful new business tool ever introduced in our industry.
High‐level sales training, analy괆Ԇcs, metrics and meaningful deliverables used to be the exclusive domain of
the mega‐brokers and your largest compe괆Ԇtors. That is no longer the reality, as TCORCalc will give you all
of that and more.
TCORCalc® has developed a special website for Burand & Associates so that you can understand the
power and cri괆Ԇcal importance of Analy괆Ԇc Brokerage™ and data‐driven deliverables.
Analy괆Ԇc Brokers are making millions of dollars using cer괆Ԇﬁed data and their proprietary sales methods
with TCORCalc. Take an important step now to discover the power of Analy괆Ԇc Brokerage and TCORCalc.
TCORCalc®, Analy괆Ԇc Broker™ and Analy괆Ԇc Brokerage™ are trademarks or registered trademarks of C.R.
Ekern & Company, Inc.

TCORCalc®, Analy괆Ԇc Broker™ and Analy괆Ԇc Brokerage™ are trademarks or registered trademarks of C.R.
Ekern & Company, Inc.
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Reading Your Agency's Contracts
I con괆Ԇnually discover that agency owners have not read their agency's contracts. They have not read their
carrier contracts, producer contracts, leases, buy/sell agreements, shareholder agreements, agency
management system contracts, service center contracts, and so on and so forth. Reading contracts is
never important un괆Ԇl the contract is invoked or the agency is valued (which invokes the contracts). Then
when it is discovered the agency has lile value or the agency loses a suit because of the way a contract is
wrien, only a masochist is happy.
But that is a bad perspec괆Ԇve. Let's look at the upside of not reading contracts. To begin, because reading
contracts can be mind‐numbing, boring, sleep inducing, 괆Ԇme consuming, distrac괆Ԇng from more enjoyable
ac괆Ԇvi괆Ԇes, requiring thought, and poten괆Ԇally involving conﬂict, not reading contracts creates much more
pleasure. Alone then, one way to have more enjoyment is to avoid reading the agency's contracts. Already
then we've begun turning the lemon into lemonade!
Another reason why agency owners should avoid reading their contracts is because if you read your
contracts, you'll have less drama and surprise in your life. Salespeople tend to enjoy drama and surprise.
Who am I or anyone to take this away? Reading and nego괆Ԇa괆Ԇng contracts makes life so much more
predictable, safer, boring, less emo괆Ԇonal, and more ﬁnancially stable. In other words, reading contracts
minimizes drama, i.e. fun.
Reading contracts also takes away from some owner's ability to shine. These owners shine in a crisis. They
know exactly what to do, who to call, and how to ﬁx the problem. If the problem is prevented from ever
arising, a crisis will not erupt and therefore, the environment in which they do best will not exist and
hence, they won't shine. Everyone wants to shine. Shining in diﬃcult situa괆Ԇons is a rare ability and these
people know they are heroes when a crisis erupts. What happens to their egos when they have to live in
mundane, crisis‐free environments? How would you like to not shine and to not have your ego stroked?
Why take away their opportunity to be a true winner?
Another reason why not reading contracts is a beneﬁt is that when crises erupt as a result of not reading
contracts, no one has 괆Ԇme to deal with the agency's other problems. For example, maybe the agency has
a long standing issue that needs to be ﬁxed such as improving the procedures or holding producers
accountable. The crisis will make those issues seem minimal. In eﬀect, they almost seem to go away and
the owner has not had to do anything directly to make them go away. It is like magic.
These are great situa괆Ԇons because a mul괆Ԇtude of issues are put so far back on the burner, the burner is in
another state while the person gets to be a hero ﬁxing the more immediate problem. The fact that reading
the contracts and then ac괆Ԇng would have resolved all the issues must not be considered. I'm focusing on
the posi괆Ԇve here.
So if you want drama, surprise, an opportunity to shine in an emergency, and an opportunity to make
other problems go away, do not read your contracts. Just sign whatever anyone puts in front of you. If you
want to read your contracts but the pain of the mind‐numbing act of actually reading them is just too
much, ask someone that knows agency contracts to read them for you. Even if the person is not an
aorney but knows insurance agency contracts, they can give you common sense though not legal advice.
I've done this successfully for dozens of agency owners. It is a good solu괆Ԇon that o㌀封en s괆Ԇll provides some
surprise and drama‐‐like the 괆Ԇme I advised a partner his partners had removed $2 million in cash without
his knowledge (details changed to protect the innocent and not so innocent). The diﬀerence is that a crisis
does not erupt so the owners get the best of both worlds, drama and easier solu괆Ԇons.
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Exposure Discussions/Checklists
Coverage checklists are the single best tangible tool for minimizing E&O exposures. Even beer, my clients
that use coverage checklists correctly and consistently ALWAYS increase their sales, ALWAYS are perceived
as being more professional, and ALWAYS prove to the client they are earning their money. 90% of all
agencies fail to use coverage checklists consistently, if at all, so the opportunity to clean the compe괆Ԇ괆Ԇon's
clock is wide open.
The one true weakness of coverage checklists, which is a small cri괆Ԇcism given the value they deliver, is
that the focus is on coverages. Clients do not know and o㌀封en do not care about the arcane, some괆Ԇmes
Ka ✁aesque, world of insurance coverages. Insureds care about whether their EXPOSURES are covered. In
other words, it is like a gardener buying manure. They are buying manure not because they want manure
but because they want good crops and prey ﬂowers.
This is why an Exposure Checklist plays such a valuable role. It is even beer than coverage checklists. An
Exposure Checklist is not a tangible list. Exposure checklists are conversa괆Ԇons and even scripts built
around coverage checklists. Exposure checklists are conversa괆Ԇons regarding the client's exposures which
contrasts with coverage checklists which are conversa괆Ԇons regarding coverages.
To deliver then what clients really want, I have developed the ﬁrst of its kind Exposure Checklist coaching
program. This program is available in person or long distance. The program focuses on teaching producers
AND CSRs how to develop, learn, iden괆Ԇfy, explain, and discuss exposures. Here's a good personal lines
example:
The standard agency procedure is to match liability limits with UM/UIM limits. The average
middle class American carries something near $100,000/$300,000 limits up to $500,000
limits. A key catch (though not the only catch) is this reasonable scenario: A parent is
carpooling and has four kids in their car when an uninsured driver blows through a stop sign.
Uninsured drivers are o㌀封en the worst drivers and hence uninsured so they blow through at a
high rate of speed. Is $250,000 or even $500,000 UM coverage enough to restore ﬁve lives?
It's ques괆Ԇonable and yet the agency would have followed procedures.
Following standard procedures and using a standard checklist misses the point if we don't focus on
exposures. By focusing on exposures, helping the client understand that $500,000 is poten괆Ԇally not
enough coverage to restore ﬁve lives, an agent can do even beer work by selling the insured an umbrella
with drop down UM/UIM coverage to cover the exposure. Covering exposures, a㌀封er all, is what agents are
paid to do.
If you want to become a pro and take your game to a higher level, get started today! Contact me at
chris@burand‐associates.com to learn more!
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Are you charging fees correctly?
Do you know how to charge fees correctly, per the insured's state's regula괆Ԇons? More and more agencies
are charging fees, and I've found that few agencies understand fee regula괆Ԇons, leaving them exposed to
severe penal괆Ԇes and maybe even the loss of a license.

Some괆Ԇmes agencies are losing business to compe괆Ԇ괆Ԇon that excludes commissions and charges a lower
fee. If the compe괆Ԇ괆Ԇon is not charging fees correctly, why should you lose the account?
Charging fees correctly opens doors to beer client rela괆Ԇonships when agencies are knowledgeable and
smart about the manner in which they charge fees. As the insurance world evolves with agencies oﬀering
valuable (i.e., expensive) added value services many agencies are struggling to verify they are opera괆Ԇng
within the required regulatory environment. My E&O audit ﬁndings strongly suggest many agencies are
not opera괆Ԇng within the required regulatory environment, almost always innocently. One surprising fact
almost always overlooked is that the insured's state's regula괆Ԇons rule, not the state in which the agency is
located.
I have engaged with a na괆Ԇonal law ﬁrm that specializes in insurance regulatory maers to build the
highest quality, most up‐to‐date database I have ever seen of reba괆Ԇng and fee rules state by state. I am
glad to oﬀer this service to my readers. Prices vary by state because of the complexity of state laws. Some
states have almost no rules and some states have quite complex rules.
Whatever you do, verify you stay on the right side of the regula괆Ԇons. This is not an E&O issue typically. It is
a regulatory issue which may have more signiﬁcant consequences. The research is easy to use and far
more comprehensive than ANY I have seen elsewhere. If you are interested in learning more, please
contact me at chris@burand‐associates.com and let me know which states are most important to you. I
would love to help you avoid poten괆Ԇal issues and navigate the regulatory maze successfully.
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Chris Burand is president and owner of Burand & Associates, LLC, a management consul괆Ԇng ﬁrm that has
been specializing in the property/casualty insurance industry since 1992. Burand is recognized as a leading
consultant for agency valua괆Ԇons, helping agents increase proﬁts and reduce the cost of sales. His services
include: agency valua괆Ԇons/due diligence, producer compensa괆Ԇon plans, expert witness services, E&O
carrier approved E&O procedure reviews, and agency opera괆Ԇon enhancement reviews. He also provides
the acclaimed Con괆Ԇngency Contract Analysis® Service and has the largest database and knowledge of
con괆Ԇngency contracts in the insurance industry.
Burand has more than 20 years' experience. He is a featured speaker across the con괆Ԇnent at more than
200 conven괆Ԇons and educa괆Ԇonal programs. He has wrien for numerous industry publica괆Ԇons including
Insurance Journal, American Agent & Broker, and Na悼onal Underwriter. He also publishes Burand's
Insurance Agency Adviser for independent insurance agents.
Burand is a member of the Ins괆Ԇtute of Business Appraisers and NACVA, a department head for the
Independent Insurance Agents and Brokers of America's Virtual University, an instructor for Insurance
Journal's Academy of Insurance, and a volunteer counselor for the Small Business Administra괆Ԇon's SCORE
program. Chris Burand is also a Cer괆Ԇﬁed Business Appraiser.
NOTE: The informa괆Ԇon provided in this newsleer is intended for educa괆Ԇonal and informa괆Ԇonal purposes
only and it represents only the views of the authors. It is not a recommenda괆Ԇon that a par괆Ԇcular course of
ac괆Ԇon be followed. Burand & Associates, LLC and Chris Burand assume, and will have, no responsibility for
liability or damage which may result from the use of any of this informa괆Ԇon.
Burand & Associates, LLC is an advocate of agencies which construc괆Ԇvely manage and improve their
con괆Ԇngency contracts by learning how to nego괆Ԇate and use their con괆Ԇngency contracts more eﬀec괆Ԇvely.
We maintain that agents can achieve considerably beer results without ever taking ac괆Ԇons that are

detrimental or disadvantageous to the insureds. We have never and would not ever recommend an agent
or agency implement a policy or otherwise advocate increasing its con괆Ԇngency income ahead of the
insureds' interests.
A complete understanding of the subjects covered in this newsleer may require broader and addi괆Ԇonal
knowledge beyond the informa괆Ԇon presented. None of the materials in this newsleer should be
construed as oﬀering legal advice, and the speciﬁc advice of legal counsel is recommended before ac괆Ԇng
on any maer discussed in this newsleer. Regulated individuals/en괆Ԇ괆Ԇes should also ensure that they
comply with all applicable laws, rules, and regula괆Ԇons.
If you wish to be removed from this mailing, please e‐mail AgencyAdviser@burand‐associates.com.
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